
MEASURING GUIDE

Preparation

Firstly you need to check if the walls, floor and ceiling are level with a spirit level. If not then you will be able to use our
liners which will enable you to use packers (not supplied). Please keep in mind that if you are fitting onto carpet, we
strongly recommend that a floor liner is used.

The top track is designed to fix to the ceiling. If your ceiling is not level then we recommend building a bulk head to drop
the height down so you have something level to fix too.

If your walls are more than 10mm out of level then we would recommend using wall liners to build a frame.

Measuring Height

Our doors allow for up to 15mm variation in height
difference over the span of your wardrobes. Please
measure the 3 points as indicated on the diagram at the
depth of the wardrobes (usually 600mm from the back
wall) and enter the smallest dimension.

Measuring Width

Check the walls with a spirit level to see if they are straight.
Our optional liners can be used to make sure your doors are
installed to a level wall. Please allow for the removal of any
skirting or coving that may be in the way. This will need to be
cut out during the installation.

PLEASE NOTE – Our tracks andend panels are supplied over
length to be cut on site.



MEASURING GUIDE

Wall to Wall

Check the walls with a spirit level to see if they are straight. Our optional liners can be used to make sure your doors are
installed to a level wall. Please allow for the removal of any skirting or coving that may be in the way. This will need to be
cut out during the installation.

PLEASE NOTE – Our tracks and end panels are supplied over length to be cut on site.

Wall to End Panel or End
Panel to End Panel

Wall to Wall

Inside a built frame

If you have built a level frame, please supply us with the inside edge measurements.

PLEASE ENSURE ALL MEASUREMENTS ARE TAKEN ACCURATELY. WE CANNOT REFUND OR EXCHANGE ANY
PRODUCTS DUE TO INCORRECT SIZES BEING PROVIDED.
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